
500E Semi-Automatic Punch
Industrial capabilities with a 20-inch punch width
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Features
Punch Capacity 
-  Up to 40 sheets per lift 

(Depending on punch pattern)

Maximum Punch Width
- 20" (50 cm)
-  Allows for simultaneous setup for  

both 8.5" (A5) and 11" (A4) formats

Horizontal Paper Insertion

Interchangeable Punch Dies
-  Oval (Double-D) hole for plastic  

spiral readily available
- Wide choice of punch patterns
- Fast and easy die change
- Dies can be sharpened for prolonged life
- Compatible with AP360 Auto Punch Dies

Eccentric Shafts
- Allows for die adjustment after sharpening

Foot Pedal Operated

Benefits
-  The 20" (50 cm) punch die easily accommodates 

the wider binding projects. Or set up 1 side for 
the common 11" (A4) edge and the other for 
an 8.5" (A5) edge and minimize changeover.

-  Foot pedal actuated, the unit may be operated 
from a standing or seated position.

-  Horizontal paper feed provides for better  
positioning and comfort when punching  
larger books.

- Very rugged. Built to last

Tech Specs 
-  220 Volt / 3 phase
- CE Compliant
-  Dimensions 

29"W x 20"D x 19"H 
(74.5 cm x 50 cm x 48 cm)

- Weight – 334 lbs. (152 kgs)

The Plastic Spiral Experts

The PBS 500E Semi-Automatic Punch 
offers industrial capabilities with small 
footprint flexibility. The wide 20 inch 
punch width, coupled with horizontal 
feed, enables the operator to accommodate 
both small and wide book formats quickly 
and easily.

Individually selectable QSA disengagement pins down 
the full length of the punch die, means extremely fast 
setup when changing to a different size format. 


